A NEW NOVEL by an award-winning

writer and editor focuses on one of the most
horrific acts of racism in U.S. history and
its repercussions “unto the third and fourth
generation.”

Brambleman tells the story of homeless
Atlanta writer Charlie Sherman, who has no
idea what madness awaits when a stranger
convinces him to finish a dead professor’s
book. Charlie’s work on the manuscript—
about the mob-driven expulsion of 1,000
blacks from Forsyth County, Georgia in
1912—leads him to a more recent crime
that has enriched a Forsyth County family.
Charlie becomes convinced that he’s been
chosen by a Higher Power to wreak justice
and vengeance upon those who profit from
evil. That’s when things go horribly wrong.
About the author: Jonathan Grant lives in Atlanta with his wife and
two children. He is the co-author/editor of The Way It Was in the
South: The Black Experience in Georgia, a Georgia “Book of the
Year” and Editors’ Choice of American Heritage. He is also the
author of Chain Gang Elementary.
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Rave Reviews:
n “Extremely well-written” — Elizabeth A. White Book Reviews
n “Grant keeps the suspense building throughout the entire book. There’s no way to guess how

it will end since you never know what each turn of the page will bring. The author does an
excellent job portraying each character’s struggle as they try to reconcile an ugly past with
a progressive world’s changing state of affairs. ... Brambleman is a lively and passionate
read that leaves you emotionally spent and infinitely wiser by the end, the very hallmark of a
compelling book. I highly recommend it to all.” — Maria Miaouli, Reading for Pleasure

n “The ending is well worth the trip and literally gave me goosebumps. A very satisfying story, a superbly gratifying read, and one

you really don’t want to miss.” — Katy Sozaeva, Now is Gone

